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When Zynn heard this, he subconsciously said, “Dad, Aurous Hill is very wicked! Young
brother disappeared there. If Zhifei passes by with a high profile, I am afraid…”

Chengfeng waved his hand: “Don’t be afraid! My guess is generally not wrong! What we
have to do now is to lead the snake out of the cave.”

Zynn’s expression couldn’t help being a little tangled.

Zhiyu’s whereabouts are still unknown and her life or death is still unknown, so he is
really reluctant to let Zhifei go to Aurous Hill to take a big risk.

Shoude was so high-profile that he was tied up as soon as he arrived in Aurous Hill.

If Zhifei also goes very high-profile, then 80% chance is the repeat of the mistakes of
Shoude.

The only possibility of exemption is that the old man is imprisoned. The mysterious man
who turned his hands in the clouds and covered his hands in the rain behind Aurous Hill
is the benefactor who saved his son and daughter in Japan.

Just when he was hesitant, Zhifei mustered up the courage and said seriously:
“Grandpa, I am willing to go to Aurous Hill!”

Chengfeng nodded in satisfaction and smiled: “As expected of my Su family’s eldest
grandson! Courage is extraordinary!”

After speaking, he asked, “By the way, Zhifei, I heard that you sponsored a concert
before, and it seems to be held in Aurous Hill?”



Zhifei nodded: “Yes, grandpa, I sponsored Qiuyi, Miss Gu’s global tour, She is well
known as Sara in the entertainment Industry. Aurous Hill is her first stop this year.”

Chengfeng smiled and said, “It turned out to be the girl from the Gu family! That girl is
also very well-known now, so if you go to Aurous Hill this time, you will be able to show
up in the public eye in the name of sponsoring the concert.”

Zhifei hurriedly said, “Okay grandpa, I understand!”

Chengfeng suddenly had a thought in his mind at this time: “Knowing that this kid, he is
definitely not doing nothing idle, and he is not a dude who is not doing his job. Why do
you want to do something like sponsoring a concert?”

“Things in the entertainment industry are indeed tall for ordinary people, but for
super-class families, it’s not even a f@rt.”

“How many top stars in the entertainment industry have sharpened their heads and
want to marry into these super-class families, but the offspring of these top families are
a little bit compelling, and they won’t even look at them.”

“Knowing that it is Su’s grandson if he beckons in the entertainment industry, I don’t
know how many top female stars will rush forward desperately, but he ran to sponsor
the concert of the girl from the Gu family. This is obviously a bit of a drunkard. It’s not
about wine!”

Thinking of this, Chengfeng’s eyes turned, and he planned to give Zhifei a choice.

Therefore, he deliberately pretended to be very sincere and sighed: “Oh, let me just say
something from my heart. The girl in the Gu family is still very good overall. Although the
strength of the family is a little worse, it is better than the image of other girls. Good, and
dignified!”

After speaking, he looked at Zhifei and said earnestly: “Zhifei, you are now at the age of
marrying and getting a wife. If you can catch the girl of the Gu family, it would be a good
thing for the Su family! “

Zhifei suddenly became excited when he heard this, and blurted out,
“Grandpa…you…you support me in pursuing Sara?!”




